Monday, 18th February
Roman Law and History of Law
9.00 - Greetings
Rosario Rizzuto, Magnifico Rettore dell’Università di Padova
Giuseppe Amadio, Direttore del Dipartimento di Diritto Privato e Critica del Diritto dell’Università di Padova

I. Introduction to Roman Law and History of Law
9.30 - Luigi Garofalo, Introduzione

II. History of Contract Law
15.30 - Lihong Zhang, Codification of Chinese Civil Law: History, Current Situation and Problems

Tuesday, 19th February
Civil Law I

I. Family, Property and Goods Law
9.30 - Federica Giardini, Family Law and Legal Traditions: Comparative Perspectives
10.45 - Neng Dong, One Land, Two Owners. The Divided Property in Chinese Legal Experience

II. Public Goods and Trade Law
15.30 - Simona Novaretti, La tutela dei beni di interesse pubblico nella RPC: il caso dei beni culturali, tra protezione pubblica e coinvolgimento dei privati
16.45 - Ignazio Castellucci, Le attività economiche cinesi in Africa negli ultimi venti anni

Wednesday, 20th February
International Trade Law and Industrial Law

I. International Trade Law
9.30 - Lihong Zhang, Introduction
10.45 - Ignazio Castellucci, Via della Seta storica
12.00 - Renzo Cavallieri, Legal Framework of the Belt and Road Initiative and Chinese Overseas Investments

II. Intellectual Property Law
15.30 - Maurizio Bianchini, Selected Issues of IP Law and Competition Law in the Digital Age

Thursday, 21st February
Civil Law II

I. Codification and Contracts
9.30 - Lihong Zhang, ‘Causa’ of Contract in Chinese Contract Law and Brief Remarks on its Origin in Roman Law
10.45 - Chiara Abatangelo, Relational Contracts and Reliance Protection: Some Techniques
12.00 - Roberto Scervola, Some Questions About the Meaning and the Interpretation of the Contract Mixed with Gift

II. Interpretation
15.30 - Neng Dong, The Concept of Natural Law and Equity in Traditional Chinese Law
16.45 - Filippo Viglione, Contractual Interpretation: Emerging Trends in Comparative Perspective

Friday, 22nd February
Law, Technological Innovation and Artificial Intelligence

I. Law, Technological Innovation and Artificial Intelligence
9.30 - Zhang Guangliang, Introduction
12.00 - Giuseppe Riva, The Challenges of Advanced Technologies for International Laws

II. Case studies
15.30 - Lihong Zhang, Influence of Confucianism on Today’s Chinese Tort Liability: Case Study on Legal Protection and Extension of Public Apologies
16.45 - Zhang Guangliang, The Conflict Between Trademark and Earlier Rights: Discussion from the ‘Qiao Dan’ (Jordan) Decision of SPC

L’Ordine degli Avvocati di Padova attribuirà 15 crediti formativi per la frequenza all’interno ciclo di lezioni.

Per informazioni contattare la segreteria organizzativa all’indirizzo: winterschool.dirprivatocritica@unipd.it